Magellan in Wyoming

HFWA Provider Requirements & Timelines

Legend
= Goals and activities for days 1-14
= Goals and activities for days 15-30
= Goals and activities for days 31-45
= Goals and activities for days 46 – 60
= Goals and activities for days 61 - discharge
Content provided by VROON VANDENBERG, LLP, National Wraparound Initiative, Magellan Healthcare
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PHASE I: Engagement
PHASE I: FAMILY AND TEAM ENGAGEMENT
NWI Task and Goal

Wraparound Activity

Magellan Documentation

Timeline

When a referral comes to Magellan, Magellan care
worker contacts guardian for a verbal choice of
provider and sends the FCC a notification to meet
with youth and family to begin enrollment.
Agency/provider responds to Magellan via email
that they accept or decline the referral

1.1. Application and
Eligibility
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Referral to CME for HFWA
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Magellan authorizes 14 days for the application
period (from the FCC’s acceptance) for the FCC to:
• Medicaid eligibility is confirmed with the
family – if they don’t have Medicaid notify
Magellan via email
• Call Magellan (307-459-6162) to assist in
contact IA and set up and attend CASII and
begin the initial CANS, ACE
• Fill out the Application – if the family is
interested in adding a FSP or YSP to their
team indicate who will be added at
enrollment on the Choice of Provider Form
• Help family get LOC from a Clinician
• Any needed Release of information forms
• If youth has a current Medicaid number, FCC
submits the documents through
magellanprovider.com
• If they do not have a current Medicaid
number submit the application via email to
wyclinical@magellanhealth.com
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48 hrs. or the family will be
encouraged to choose a different
FCC/Agency

Contact family within 3 working days
of notification (14 day application)

By Day 13 submit completed
Application and CASII/ECSII
submitted by the FCC and family
receives a copy.

Once completed forms and applications are
submitted to Magellan, eligibility is determined.

Orient the family and youth
to wraparound.

During the application process begin the HFWA
process. Do a progress note for any attempted
contact

Day 1-14 application process

Put Progress Notes in the provider

1.2. Orient the family.
GOAL: To orient the family
to the wraparound
process.

Address legal and ethical
issues.

Progress notes need to show the extent of the
portal within 24 hours
services and care; the family and youth’s
successes, the natural supports, the family
At a minimum, the FCC will each
and/or youth making decisions and that the
have contact with the Youth and
people working with the youth and family are
Caretaker at least two (2) times
working together. It’s important to understand per month face-to-face. This can
that the minimum is not the standard, rather a
include the CFT meeting.
starting point. The standard is to give the family
and
the best possible HFWA. If you are consistently
The FCC will have weekly phone
only hitting the minimum the CFT and the family contact for a minimum of 8 minutes
need to consider if HFWA is appropriate.
or equivalent texting/emails. All
Complete a progress note that you addressed the
fact you are a mandatory reporter and your policy
for making reports as well as going over with the
family on how they can recognize and report abuse,
neglect and exploitation.
Keep any needed Release of Information sheets in
the family’s file.
There should be a minimum of 6 progress notes that
involve the Caretaker and youth every month for
each role. If there are not, your plan of care won’t
be reauthorized
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member-generated information
identified as the contact (letters,

e-mails, or information entered over
the web or by any other means)

must be entered in the progress
note. If you will be out on
vacation or are sick, set up
support for the family while
you’re out and reflect what will
occur in a progress note.

At a minimum, the FSP will each
have contact with the Youth and
Caretaker at least two (2) times

per month face-to-face. This can
include the CFT meeting.
and
The FSP will have weekly phone
contact for a minimum of 8 minutes
or equivalent texting/emails. All
member-generated information
identified as the contact (letters,
e-mails, or information entered over
the web or by any other means)

must be entered in the progress
note. If you will be out on
vacation or are sick, set up
support for the family while
you’re out and reflect what will
occur in a progress note.

At a minimum, the YSP will each
have contact with the Youth at
least two (2) times per month
face-to-face. This can include the
CFT meeting.
and
The YSP will have weekly phone
contact for a minimum of 8 minutes
or equivalent texting/emails. All
member-generated information
identified as the contact (letters,
e-mails, or information entered over
the web or by any other means)

must be entered in the progress
note. If you will be out on
vacation or are sick, set up
support for the family while
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you’re out and reflect what will
occur in a progress note.
BUT
60 units (for FCC, FSP, YSP) per
month = 15 hours month,
during the engagement/crisis
phase is an average expectation

1.3. Stabilize crises and
urgent needs.
GOAL: To address pressing
needs and concerns so
that family and team can
give their attention to the
wraparound process.

1.4. Facilitate
conversations with family
and youth/child.
GOAL: To explore
individual and family
strengths, needs, culture,
and vision and to use these
to develop a document
that will serve as the
starting point for planning.
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Elicit information from
referral about immediate
crises or urgent needs.

If you do a band aid plan this could become your
first crisis plan in magellanprovider.com
If this is the first crisis plan write it up in the POC and
do a notation in a Progress Note. If it is not the crisis
plan, notate it in a just a Progress Note.

Ask youth and family and
youth about immediate
crisis concerns.
If immediate response is
necessary, formulate a
response for immediate
stabilization.

Day 1-14 (if needed)
If eligible, youth is enrolled and 16 days of care
coordination for SNCD and engagement with the
family to begin HFWA process continues.

Prepare the family for the
SNCD

Explore strengths, needs,
culture, and vision with
child/youth and family.
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At a minimum, the FCC, FSP and YSP will each
contact the Youth and Caretaker at least two (2)
times per month face-to-face. This can include the
CFT meeting and they will each have one phone call
per week for a minimum of 8 minutes
Gather info and complete the SNCD and the
Children’s Dashboard. Have a conversation with the
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Day 15-30

Have SNCD in magellanprovider.com
by day 28 to have time for problems
and get the next authorization.

family about the PCP and any health concerns. Have
the guardian and caretaker edit the SNCD then have
them sign the signature sheet
Do a progress note for each task that you complete
as well as every contact you make including the
SNCD itself. All contact at this point should be
entered as “face to face” or phone contact

Prepares youth and family
for the first Crisis meeting.

Complete a progress note (this should be listed as a
Face To Face or phone call, not a CFT

Complete a functional
assessment, Which will
include information from
the CASII, CANS, ACE’s.

Complete a progress note that the above tasks are
complete, including all the contacts made to gather
information.

1.5. Create a Crisis Plan
Goal: support the
stabilization of family
functioning
Crisis meeting

The meeting is with those who
know the crisis best
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Any time a crisis arises there needs to be a Crisis
Team Mtg and a revision made to the POC. (list it
Under the Transition Type as: Update Revised due to
Crisis and send the clinical team an email)
If there is a 3 on the CANS for Risk – give the family
all the facts about the need for stabilization and the
need for the crisis plan to be the number 1 priority
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Put Progress Notes in the
magellanprovider.com within 24
hours
The SNCD, CANS, ACES’s have to be
completed to receive the
authorization for the next section

Put Progress Notes in
magellanprovider.com within 24
hours

Put Progress Notes in the
magellanprovider.com within 24
hours

Complete FA and Crisis Plan during
the 31-45 day mark and write the
Crisis Plan into the POC to await
submission.

Phase II: Planning

2.1. Engage other team
members.
GOAL: To gain the
participation of people who
care about and can aid the
youth and family and
prepare for team meetings
2.2. Necessary meeting
preparation:
GOAL: To ensure a
successful first meeting

2.3. Develop an initial plan
of care.
GOAL: To create a team
process that elicits multiple
perspectives and builds
trust and shared vision
among team members,
while maximizing family
voice and choice
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Wraparound Activity

Magellan Documentation

Solicit participation/orient
team members.

Complete progress notes for all the contacts or
attempted contacts (these are phone or Face to Face’s
not CFT on the Progress Note).
Respite that can be built into the first POC

Arrange meeting logistics.

Describe and document
strengths.

Schedule the first CFT and make sure we meet the
families needs

Write up the POC and add a Progress Note listing this
as a CFT

Team Process.

Discuss with CFT the decision making process and
document it on POC in the Team Notes

Create team
Mission.

Discuss with CFT the mission statement and
document it on POC in the Team Notes
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Timeline
Holding the first CFT and putting
the POC in magellanportal.com
comes in days 45-60
Put Progress Notes in
magellanprovider.com within 24
hours of contact
You may submit your POC 14 days
before it’s due. If you do it allows
time for corrections and
authorization won’t be
interrupted
Enter a complete POC in the portal
and submit with signatures of all
participating team members by
the 58th day at the latest – earlier
allows the clinical team the time
needed to complete the
authorization

2.4. Complete necessary
documentation

Describe and prioritize
needs/goals.

Use SMART goals and make sure it is clear who is
responsible for the outcome – support for actions
is listed.

Select strategies and assign
action steps.

Use SMART goals and make sure it is clear who is
responsible for the outcome – support for actions
is listed.

Complete documentation
and logistics.

This will be noted on the progress note you write to
say the POC is complete

As above – make sure the POC is
submitted through the portal
before the last covered day of
initial plan authorization.
Minimum number of progress
notes for 30 days with a youth
and family is 6 per role.

At a minimum, the FCC will
each have contact with the
Youth and Caretaker at least
two (2) times per month faceto-face. This can include the
CFT meeting.
and
The FCC will have weekly phone
contact for a minimum of 8
minutes or equivalent
texting/emails. All member-

generated information
identified as the contact

(letters, e-mails, or information
entered over the web or by any
other means) must be entered in

the progress note. If you will
be out on vacation or are sick,
set up support for the family
while you’re out and reflect
what will occur in a progress
note.
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At a minimum, the FSP will
each have contact with the
Youth and Caretaker at least
two (2) times per month faceto-face. This can include the
CFT meeting.
and
The FSP will have weekly phone
contact for a minimum of 8
minutes or equivalent
texting/emails. All member-

generated information
identified as the contact

(letters, e-mails, or information
entered over the web or by any
other means) must be entered in

the progress note. If you will
be out on vacation or are sick,
set up support for the family
while you’re out and reflect
what will occur in a progress
note.

At a minimum, the YSP will
each have contact with the
Youth at least two (2) times per
month face-to-face. This can
include the CFT meeting.
and
The YSP will have weekly phone
contact for a minimum of 8
minutes or equivalent
texting/emails. All member-

generated information
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identified as the contact

(letters, e-mails, or information
entered over the web or by any
other means) must be entered in

the progress note. If you will
be out on vacation or are sick,
set up support for the family
while you’re out and reflect
what will occur in a progress
note.
BUT
60 units per month
(FCC+FSP+YSP) = 15 hours
monthly in the Planning
phase is an average
expectation

Phase III: Implementation
PHASE III: IMPLEMENTATION
NWI Task and Goal
3.1. Implement the
wraparound plan.
GOAL: To implement the
initial plan of care,
monitoring completion of
action steps and strategies
and their success in
meeting need and achieving
outcomes in a manner
10

Wraparound Activity

Magellan Documentation

Debriefing with family and
team.

Write a progress note indicating the level of
family and team satisfaction with process so far.
Make any necessary adjustments according to
feedback.

Support and motivate
family/team.

Continue to write progress notes for each
contact and care coordination activity.
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Timeline
Day 61 – discharge
Put Progress Notes in the provider
portal within 24 hours of contact
Put Progress Notes in the provider
portal within 24 hours
40 units per month = 10 hours
monthly of HFWA or the
implementation phase 2.5 hours

per week is considered the
average

consistent with the
wraparound principles.
There should be a minimum of 6 progress notes for
every role, every month (at least 2 of these must be
face-to-face for the FCC, FSP and YSP). If there are not,
your plan of care won’t be reauthorized.

Monitor progress celebrate
success.

The minimum is based on when a family is ready to be
discharged from High Fidelity Wraparound. There
should be more contact at the beginning of the
process.
Continue to hold CFT meetings, at least every month
and probably more often at the beginning. Each time
there is a meeting:
• Update the POC
• Update the Crisis Plan (if needed)
• Have all team members sign off on the POC
• Enter a progress note in the provider portal
• Provide family and team copies of POC and all
relevant documentation
Within 90 days between plan authorizations, complete
a Transition Readiness Scale with the family.

Implementation Planning
Process

•

CANS is done every 90 days and should help to
inform the POC/Crisis Plans and needs for
immediate interventions

Do progress notes for every contact and care
coordination activity done with/for the youth and
family
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Put Progress Notes in the provider
portal within 24 hours of contact
Hold a CFT at least monthly
(minimum is every 90 days). Put
POC in the provider portal within
24 hours of conducting
POC is reauthorized every 90 days
after the first POC authorization.
Submit the POC with all
components through the portal 14
days before it’s due. That will be
at day 76 of that 90 days.

This information will be put in the
Discharge plan that you’ve been
creating since day 1
Put Progress Notes in the provider
portal within 24 hours of contact

If a youth is going to be placed outside the home
please request a case review with the clinical team,
follow the Out of Home (OOH) Placement process and
fill out the Out of Home form.

3.3. Maintain, team
cohesiveness and build
trust.
GOAL: To monitor team
satisfaction and “buy-in” to
the process, and build team
cohesiveness and trust

Maintain awareness of
team members’
satisfaction and “buy-in”.

When an OOH youth returns home, complete the
Return to Community form and follow the forms
guidance. Enter a progress note and Return Home
Placement form.
When youth leave or return home hold a CFT to talk
about this transition and the best way to support the
youth and family.

Within 24 hours of OOH
placement or return to community
Youth needs to be discharged at
the latest by 120 days if still OOH
Put Progress Notes in the provider
portal within 24 hours of contact

Update the POC within 24 hours of
the meeting

Follow the critical incident guidelines for each report

Address issues of team
cohesiveness and trust.

3.4. Complete
documentation.
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Complete documentation.
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Have a CFT or Crisis Meeting to address any issues that
came up with the incident report
Do progress notes for every contact and care
coordination activity done with/for the youth and
family

Review all the required documentation at least
monthly
At 6 months talk to the family about completing the
WFI-EZ
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As soon as you have knowledge of
the incident. Enter progress notes
within 24 hours of crisis
meeting/contact with family.
Keep track and request reviews
with CME clinical team whenever
there is:
 OOH placement,
 change to timeline for
return home,
 lengths of stay beyond
12months in HFWA,
 before youth turn 18
years old, and
 any other time as
necessary when additional
support is needed.

Phase IV: Transition to Discharge
Phase IV: Transition
NWI Task and Goal

4.1. Plan for cessation of formal wraparound.
GOAL: To finalize transition out of formal
wraparound in a way that is consistent with the
wraparound principles.

4.2. Create a “commencement”
GOAL: To celebrate commencement from
formal wraparound.

Wraparound Activity

Magellan Documentation

Timeline

Create a transition plan.

This is done throughout the process
and is finalized with the CFT – In the
Magellan portal this is called a
“Discharge Plan” The Transition Plan
is only used when a youth changes
homes.

To be completed within 5 days
of Discharge

Create a transition crisis
plan.

This should include a list of
community based resources the
family is familiar with using with
contact information and go to
people listed.

20 units per month = 6 hours
monthly of HFWA or working
towards transition 1.5 hours
per week is considered an
average

Modify wraparound
process to reflect
transition.

At discharge, update the SNCD, POC,
Crisis Plan, CANS, do the final
Children’s Dashboard submission
and complete the discharge plan.
Submit all this into the provider
portal. Enter a progress note.

Within 5 days of discharge

Document the team’s
work.

Send an email to
tcooley@magellanhealth.com
highlighting the families success’s
and celebrations

Within 5 days of discharge

Celebrate success.
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4.3. Follow-up with the family
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Check in with family.
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Develop a plan for following up with
youth and family after formal HFWA
ends. Recommend 3, 6, and 9
months post. Let the family know
that someone from Magellan may
be calling to do an aftercare survey.

